AGR Allocation for Retail
The AGR Allocation module allows you to accurately
and efficiently allocate merchandise, ensuring that each
location has the right inventory levels. Having the right
stock in the right location and at the right time is crucial
within all retail companies to maintain customers
satisfaction and maximize sales. For those retailers
that have a high number of stores, it can be hard to
maintain control and have a good overview of their fast
selling stock.
AGR takes a strategic approach to allocations, taking
demand trends and fluctuations into account to ensure
the more appropriate distribution to guarantee optimum
sell-through. A strategic approach is required when
allocating merchandise to locations as allocations can be
considered as the heart of the merchandise cycle. If sales
trends aren’t considered for the time duration between
when the assortment plan was created and when those
same products are allocated, replenishment will not
be optimal as the locations that should have received
product due to recent trends would not have and
therefore will not be replenished accordingly.
Today, many businesses currently employ a manual
process within their allocation team, i.e. choosing how
much to put where. Automation is the name of the
game and the new allocation UI within AGR improves
efficiency and accuracy within your business, while
minimizing the manual work while still maintain
transparency and control.

Features:
Automated allocation processes save
time and resources
Products allocated to stores that are
most likely to sell them
Users can manually affect future allocations
Thorough overview for fast selling stock
Right products in the right place at
the right time

Automate your Operations
The Allocation module automatically calculates how to
split products between locations where they are most
likely to sell, ensuring maximum productivity within your
business operations. Once an Allocation proposal has
been generated, the user is able to see how the system
has calculated the split of the merchandise between
locations. The are also able to edit the Final Allocation
Quantity within the green cells to give you the control
you need over your company’s final allocation numbers.
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